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Eventually, you will no question discover a new experience and execution by spending more cash. yet when? attain you acknowledge that you require to get those every needs in the manner of having significantly cash?
Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to comprehend even more just about the globe, experience, some places, gone history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your completely own get older to undertaking reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is British Standard For Disabled Access In Office below.

Management in Occupational Therapy - Z. B. Maslin 2013-12-14
My aim in writing this book was to provide a guide to management for student occupational therapists and
practitioners in the field. It is not intended to provide an answer to every conceivable management
situation. The organization and delivery of health and social services is being subjected to relentless
scrutiny and change. Hardly has one proposal been implemented before another one is introduced. In view
of this, the thrust of this book is to highlight key points to be addressed when looking at the delivery of
occupational therapy services. For this reason, the book starts from the viewpoint of one who is in the early
stages of an occupational therapy career through to the position of having to manage the staff in an
occupational therapy departmentl service. Following this plan, the book has been organized into two parts.
Part One covers issues that an occupational therapist has to confront directly in any job situation. In this
situation, she will need to know wh at is expected of her. Apart from knowing about the various duties, it is
necessary to understand the context in which these duties are to be conducted. Hence, there are chapters
that discuss professional responsibilities, self-management, stan dards of practice, and the structure of the
two biggest employers of occupational therapists - the NHS and local authority social services departments.
Bodyspace - Stephen Pheasant 2018-12-19
In the 20 years since the publication of the first edition of Bodyspace the knowledge base upon which
ergonomics rests has increased significantly. The need for an authoritative, contemporary and, above all,
usable reference is therefore great. This third edition maintains the same content and structure as previous
editions, but updates the material and references to reflect recent developments in the field. The book has
been substantially revised to include new research and anthropometric surveys, the latest techniques, and
changes in legislation that have taken place in recent years. New coverage in the third edition: Guidance on
design strategies and practical advice on conducting trials Overview of recent advances in simulation and
digital human modes Dynamic seating · Recent work on hand/handle interface Computer input devices ·
Laptop computer use and children’s use of computers · Design for an aging population and accessibility for
people with disabilities · New approaches to risk management and new assessment tools, legislation, and
standards As the previous two editions have shown, Bodyspace is an example of the unusual: a text that is a
favorite among academics and practitioners. Losing none of the features that made previous editions so
popular, the author skillfully integrates new knowledge into the existing text without sacrificing the easily
accessible style that makes this book unique. More than just a reference text, this authoritative book clearly
delineates the field of ergonomics.
Making Buildings Inclusive and Accessible 2009: Special Report -

including best practice advice, access audits, case studies, assessment and how to handle complaints. This
comprehensive toolkit manual with CD-ROM is useful as a business resource for operational managers,
company directors, and others.
Elevator Traffic Handbook - Gina Barney 2015-08-27
This second edition of this well-respected book covers all aspects of the traffic design and control of vertical
transportation systems in buildings, making it an essential reference for vertical transportation engineers,
other members of the design team, and researchers. The book introduces the basic principles of circulation,
outlines traffic design methods and examines and analyses traffic control using worked examples and case
studies to illustrate key points. The latest analysis techniques are set out, and the book is up-to-date with
current technology. A unique and well-established book, this much-needed new edition features extensive
updates to technology and practice, drawing on the latest international research.
Disabled people and housing - Hemingway, Laura 2011-07-20
This book provides a comprehensive investigation of housing issues for disabled people from a social model
perspective. Documenting historical and current trends, it looks at policy, barriers to housing options and
meanings of 'home'. Such a review is crucial to understanding the varying housing needs and desires of
disabled people, particularly in the current economic climate. The book is a practical resource for housing
policy makers and practitioners, and will be of interest to academics and students in the field.
Designing Sustainable Cities - Rachel Cooper 2009-11-24
This book offers practical solutions to achieving sustainable urbandesign and development, and helps
designers communicate thesesolutions effectively to planners, developers and policy makers. Addressing
sustainability issues in relation to the design andplanning of the urban environment is a complex, multidisciplinaryissue and solutions never arrive from a single perspective. Theauthors use design as a
facilitating factor to consider when and bywhom decisions that contribute to sustainability are made,
andthrough three major city-centre case studies - London, Manchesterand Sheffield – they consider social,
environmental andeconomic factors and examine their relationship to thedecision-making process.
Designing Sustainable Cities begins by identifying thekey processes and lead decision-makers. The
following chaptersdevelop an understanding of the dimensions of sustainability,presenting the tools by
which the dimensions can be analysed. Laterchapters illustrate the trade-offs and the relationships
betweenthe dimensions of sustainability - with case study examples - aswell as the use of IT in making
design decisions. Finally, the bookmakes recommendations for future approaches to the
design,development and on-going management of urban environments. Designing Sustainable Cities
covers: latest research data on the urban environment and theinteraction between social, economic and
environmental issues methods of understanding the context in which urban designtakes place guidance on
the codes of practice process maps to help understand the context, make trade-offsand develop design
solutions that allow for change methods for testing the consequences of design proposals andmonitoring
outcomes.
Metric Handbook - David Adler 1999
Originally devised as a guide for converting from imperial to metric measurements, 'The Metric Handbook'
has since been totally transformed into a major international handbook of planning and design data. The
second edition has been completely updated, with most chapters being totally rewritten, to meet the needs

Access to the Environment: Appendices. Domestic and international examples of legislation,
guidelines, standards and criteria, bibliography, listing of people and organizations contacted,
locations of barrier free sites and glossary of terms - American Society of Landscape Architects
Foundation 1977
Winning with the Disability Discrimination Act. A Guide for Business - British Standards Institute
Staff 2004-10
Provides clear advice and guidance on implementing the provisions of the Disability Discrimination Act,
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of the modern designer. The book contains nearly 50 chapters dealing with all the principal building types
from airports, factories and warehouses, offices shops and hospitals, to schools, religious buildings and
libraries. For each building type 'The Metric Handbook' gives the basic design requirements and all the
principal dimensional data. Several chapters deal with general aspects of building such as materials,
lighting, acoustics and tropical design. There are also sections on general design data, including details of
human dimensions and space requirements. It is a unique authoritative reference for solving everyday
planning problems. In its various editions it has sold over 100,000 copies worldwide, and continues to be a
reference work belonging on every design office desk or drawing board. * THE source of information to
solve your everyday planning problems * Easy to use provider of all data needed for the job * Keeps you up
to date with all the latest information
Building Regulations Explained - London District Surveyors Association 2003-09-02
This fully revised essential reference takes into account all important aspects of building control, including
new legislation up to Spring 2000 with important revisions to parts B, K, M and N. Each chapter explains
the approved document. Publication lists and relevant sources of information are also included, together
with annexes devoted to legislation relevant to the construction industry, determinations made by the
Secretary of State and sample check lists. Building Regulations Explained will be of wide appeal to
architects, planners, surveyors, builders, building control professionals (including new non-NHBC approved
inspectors), regulators and students.
Metric Handbook - David Littlefield 2012
"An essential reference resource for any architect or architect student, the Metric Handbook is the major
handbook for planning and design data. For each building type, the book gives basic design requirements,
principal dimensional data and details of relevant building regulations. The book also contains information
on broader aspects of design applicable to all building types, such as materials, acoustics and lighting, and
data on human dimensions and space requirements. Significantly updated, the new edition of this work
focuses on sustainable design practice to make projects competitive within a green market. As well as a full
revision, including additional new building types and the latest updates to regulation and practice, the book
features an improved new layout with color images and text to make it easier to find vital information
quickly. Metric Handbook is a tried and tested, authoritative reference for solving everyday planning
problems - it is a must have for every design office desk and drawing board"-Transportation for the Handicapped - United States. Department of Transportation. Library Services
Division 1969
195 references, partly annotated, to literature from 1960-1969. Sources consulted included Index medicus
and pertinent major general bibliographical tools. Starred entries are not in the Department of
Transportation Library. Name, organization indexes.
Are you an inclusive designer? - Julie Fleck 2019-10-18
Despite improvements in the last 20 years we still have a long way to go before all of our buildings, places
and spaces are easy and comfortable for all of us to use. This book puts forward a powerful case for a
totally new attitude towards inclusivity and accessibility. Exploring both the social and the business cases
for striving for better, this book will empower architects to have more enlightened discussions with their
clients about why we should be striving for better than the bare minimum, and challenging the notion that
inclusive design should be thought of reductively as simply a list of “special features” to be added to a final
design, or that inclusivity is only about wheelchair access. This book will be to help make inclusive design
business as usual rather than something that is added on to address legislation at the end of the
development process. Accessible and engaging, this book will be an invaluable resource for students as well
as practicing architects, richly illustrated with case studies showing both good and bad examples of
inclusive design and celebrating inclusion.
Stadia - Rod Sheard 2007-02-19
In this completely updated and redesigned edition of the essential and long-established Stadia, the authors
offer their unrivalled expertise to all professionals who commission, plan, design, and manage high-quality
sports venues. This fourth edition features over twenty case studies of recent projects in Europe, America,
Australia, China and Japan, and the technical sections contain substantial new information on master
british-standard-for-disabled-access-in-office

planning and designing for the disabled. In addition to a wide array of international information sources,
the authors were able to draw on the experience of the design firm that delivered the 1999 Cardiff
Millennium stadium, the 2000 Sydney Olympic stadium, the 2002 Reliant stadium in Houston, the 2005
Nanjing Sports Park, the new grandstand for Ascot Racecourse, and the recently completed Wembley
stadium.
Access to the Historic Environment: Meeting the Needs of Disabled People - Lisa Foster 2016-01-08
Access for disabled people in historic settings is more than just a temporary ramp over the front steps for a
wheelchair user. It is a commitment to create integrated use and enjoyment of historic monuments for
everyone, including people with mobility or sensory impairments, older people, parents with small children,
or those temporarily disabled as a result of illness or injury. This book examines flexible and pragmatic
solutions to improve circulation in buildings by overcoming level changes, addition of handrails and other
facilities which achieve the basic goal of dignified access, and which protect a building's special
architectural character. It features practical guidelines and illustrated case study material, with examples
of how to improve access in different types of historic buildings including Georgian, and neo-classical
buildings, historic monuments, country houses, gardens and landscapes.
National Library of Medicine Current Catalog - National Library of Medicine (U.S.) 1965
International Conference on Mobility and Transport of Elderly and Handicapped Persons. Third.
Proceedings. Final Report - William G. Bell 1984
Internal Components - Alan Blanc 2014-10-29
This book and its companion volume External Components encourage an evaluation of alternative methods
for putting components together. Both use contemporary case studies to relate component design to real
building.
Facilities for rehabilitation services - NHS Estates 2004
This publication contains guidance on the planning and design of facilities for rehabilitation services
provided within acute general hospitals, as well as in a range of community settings. It adopts a modular
approach to the topic, which describes facilities for separate elements of a general rehabilitation service
that can be put together as circumstances require and according to local needs, to achieve good
management and value for money in capital and revenue terms. Recognition is given to the need to make
decisions locally, as close to the patient as possible, and the involvement of service users and
representatives in the planning and design process is encouraged. Sections cover: general service
considerations; environment and design considerations, operational aspects including health and safety,
catering and domestic services, health records service and IT; general planning issues including parking,
entrance and reception areas, clinical and therapeutic spaces; engineering considerations; and cost
information. It also includes case studies of four different settings and a patient's perspective of using the
services of a rehabilitation unit. This publication supersedes the previous edition (ISBN 0113224516)
published in 2000.
Proceedings of the 21st Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2021) - Nancy
L. Black 2021-05-04
This book presents the proceedings of the 21st Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA
2021), held online on June 13-18, 2021. By highlighting the latest theories and models, as well as cuttingedge technologies and applications, and by combining findings from a range of disciplines including
engineering, design, robotics, healthcare, management, computer science, human biology and behavioral
science, it provides researchers and practitioners alike with a comprehensive, timely guide on human
factors and ergonomics. It also offers an excellent source of innovative ideas to stimulate future discussions
and developments aimed at applying knowledge and techniques to optimize system performance, while at
the same time promoting the health, safety and wellbeing of individuals. The proceedings include papers
from researchers and practitioners, scientists and physicians, institutional leaders, managers and policy
makers that contribute to constructing the Human Factors and Ergonomics approach across a variety of
methodologies, domains and productive sectors. This volume includes papers addressing the following
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topics: Ergonomics in Design for All, Human Factors and Sustainable Development, Gender and Work, Slips
Trips and Falls, Visual Ergonomics, Ergonomics for children and Educational Environments, Ageing and
Work.
Designing for the Disabled: The New Paradigm - Selwyn Goldsmith 2012-09-10
Selwyn Goldsmith's Designing for the Disabled has, since it was first published in 1963, been a bible for
practising architects around the world. Now, as a new book with a radical new vision, comes his Designing
for the Disabled: The New Paradigm. Goldsmith's new paradigm is based on the concept of architectural
disability. As a version of the social model of disability, it is not exclusively the property of physically
disabled people. Others who are afflicted by it include women, since men customarily get proportionately
four times as many amenities in public toilets as women - and women have to queue where men do not and those with infants in pushchairs, because normal WC facilities are invariably too small to get a
pushchair and infant into. To counter architectural disability, Goldsmith's line is that the axiom for
legislation action has to be 'access for everyone' - it should not just be 'access for the disabled', as it
presently is with the Part M building regulation and relevant provisions of the 1995 Disability
Discrimination Act. In a 40-page annex to his book he sets out the terms that a new-style Part M regulation
and its Approved Document might take, one that would cover alterations to existing buildings as well as
new buildings. But architects and building control officers need not, he says, wait for new a legislation to
apply new practical procedures to meet the requirements of the current Part M regulation; they can, as he
advises, act positively now. This is a book which will oblige architects to rethink the methodology of
designing for the disabled. It is a book that no practising architect, building control officer, local planning
officer or access officer can afford to be without.
Understanding Disability Discrimination Law through Geography - Fayyaz Vellani 2016-02-24
Examining the UK Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) in comparison to its counterparts in the USA and
Australia, this book focuses on how it is being interpreted and acted upon in the context of higher
education, a key area of national attention in the UK. It also evaluates this law in the context of the larger
project of civil rights legislation and demonstrates that geography can be used to explain law and legal
arguments by highlighting their subjectivity and by emphasizing the importance of place, specificity and
context. While providing in-depth analysis of the effectiveness and scope of this significant legislation this
book demonstrates the importance of geography in the application of law. It provides insights into the
broader workings of UK anti-discrimination law, which are particularly relevant given the scrutiny of the
Equality and Human Rights Commission and the concerns about the effectiveness of legal tools in fighting
discrimination. Finally, this book critiques liberal notions of legal subjectivity and medical definitions of
disability which is topical given the current attention given to debates about identity politics.
The Access Manual - Ann Sawyer 2014-05-12
This manual covers the design, improvement, maintenance and management of accessible environments. It
shows you how to provide and run buildings, services, and employment facilities to enable independent and
convenient use by everyone. The Access Manual was first published in November 2003 and has been used
by architects and facilities managers needing to meet the requirements of new legislation in 2004. It was
well received by design, management, access, and health professionals. This is a fast-moving area and there
are now several additional pieces of legislation and guidance central to inclusive design and making
buildings accessible to all. This 3rd edition follows the same structure and approach and updates three
main areas: The Equality Act 2010 Building Regulations: Approved Documents to Parts M (2013) and K
(2013) British Standards: amendment and updating of BS8300 The authors have also updated the material
on access auditing, providing additional examples and sample access audit reports and access statements.
With its comprehensive information on standards, legislation and good practice, The Access Manual:
designing, auditing and managing inclusive built environments, 3rd edition ensures you can: be fully aware
of the issues involved in accessibility and inclusive design understand your legal obligations and the
guidance available commission access audits create and manage an access improvement programme
maintain accessibility in buildings and working practices understand access issues in the design of new
buildings
Access to the Environment - American Society of Landscape Architects Foundation 1977
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Universal Design - Selwyn Goldsmith 2007-08-22
Universal Design is Selwyn Goldsmith's new authoritative design manual, the successor to his
internationally acclaimed Designing for the Disabled. A clear and concise design guide for practising and
student architects, it describes and illustrates the differences there are between universal design and 'for
the disabled' design Universal Design presents detailed design guidance for architects in an easily
referenced form. Covering both public buildings and private housing, it includes informative
anthropometric data, along with illustrative examples of the planning of circulation spaces, sanitary
facilities, car parking spaces and seating spaces for wheelchair users in cinemas and theatres. It is a
valuable manual in enhancing understanding of the basic principles of 'universal design'. The aim - to
encourage architects to extend the parameters of normal provision, by looking to go beyond the prescribed
minimum design standards of the Part M building regulation, Access and facilities for disabled people.
Disability, Policy and Professional Practice - Jennifer Harris 2010-12-10
This is the first book on working with disabled people to take an aspirational, outcomes-focused approach
to professional practice. It forms the first attempt to grapple with the massive legislative and policy shifts in
the Disability field in the last 15 years and provides an up-to-date, positive approach to professional
practice, based on the social model of disability. Importantly, the book translates both adult and children′s′
disability legislation and policy guidance into positive, creative, enabling practice methods for professionals
in social care, health, employment and independent living. The book takes a practical approach that
challenges professionals to confront key issues in disability studies, policy and practice. The key topics
covered are: o The Historical Legacy, Legislation, Policy and Guidance o Community Care and Beyond o
Pivotal Moments in the development of disability policy o Independent Living, Choices and Rights o Life
course Issues o Valuing Diversity o Key Challenges for an aspiring social model practitioner This book is an
indispensable resource for all professionals and students working with disabled people.
Disabled Access to Facilities - Ian Waterman 2013-06-17
A practical and comprehensive guide to a service provider's duties under Part III (2004) of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1995.
Using the Building Regulations: Part M Access - Melanie Smith 2006-08-11
This informative book takes the practitioner through the requirements for Part M of the Building
Regulations, explaining and expanding the guidance given in the Approved Document, and comparing the
advice in BS83000 and other relevant publications. Access statements are demystified, and the implications
for the building in use under the Disability Discrimination Act are clarified. It will inform all those working
within the built environment, enabling them to deal with a complex and evolving area of the law which
directly affects everyone. As with the other books in the Using the Building Regulations series Part M
Access goes far beyond analysis of the Regulations and Documents themselves, and offers practical advice
on using not just the traditional routes to compliance but also on the alternative approaches suggested but
not explained in the Approved Documents. The advantages and disadvantages of each form of compliance
are analysed in depth.
Understanding disability policy - Alan Roulstone 2012-01-18
In an era of scarce social resources the question of the changing social policy constructions and responses
to disabled people has become increasingly important. Paradoxically, some disabled people are realising
new freedoms and choices never before envisioned, whilst others are prey to major retractions in public
services and aggressive attempts to redefine who counts as 'genuinely disabled'. Understanding disability
policy locates disability policy into broader social policy and welfare policy writings and goes beyond
narrow statutory evaluations of welfare to embrace a range of indicators of disabled people's welfare. The
book critically explores the roles of social security, social support, poverty, socio-economic status,
community safety, official discourses and spatial change in shaping disabled people's opportunities. It also
situates welfare and disability policy in the broader conceptual shifts to the social model of disability and its
critics. Finally it explores the possible connection between changing official and academic constructions of
disability and their implications for social policy in the 21st century. The book is supported by a companion
website, containing additional materials for both students and lecturers using the book, which is available
from the link above.
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the provision of public toilets in recent years. This decline needs to be addressed. The Committee supports
the Government's Strategic Guide on the provision of public toilets, "Improving Public Access to Better
Quality Toilets" (2008), which highlighted existing powers at the disposal of local authorities that can be
used to improve public access to toilets. Some local authorities have developed strategies for the provision
of clean, safe, accessible toilets, including partnerships with local businesses (such as pubs, cafes and
shops) that make their own toilets available to non-customers. Other local authorities are less committed,
which has led to great disparities between different towns and regions. Some local authorities may have
used the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 as an excuse to close public toilets, rather than bring them up
to the standards required by the Act. This report seeks to consider the evidence and to produce simple and
practical recommendations to improve this important social amenity. The over-riding recommendation is
that the Government imposes a duty on local authorities to develop a public toilet strategy, which should
involve consultation with the local community, for their own area.
Hospital Accommodation for Children and Young People - NHS Estates 2005
This publication sets out best practice guidance on the design of healthcare facilities for children and
adolescents, with the aim of creating a child-centred built environment. It is primarily intended for newbuilds and upgrades of existing childrens facilities. Central considerations are alleviating fear and anxiety,
maximising security and safety, reducing boredom, and creating a healing environment. Facilities should
also cater for parents and siblings. Issues discussed include: general functional and design considerations,
including patient groups, capacity planning, space, access and security requirements, play facilities and
privacy aspects; design of specific service areas, including reception, out-patient and in-patient facilities;
engineering services; and cost information.
Selected Rehabilitation Facilities in the United States - Thomas K. FitzPatrick 1971

Fire Safety Risk Assessment - Great Britain: Department for Communities and Local Government
2006-06-07
New fire safety rules affecting all non-domestic premises in England and Wales will come into force on 1
October 2006, in accordance with the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (S.I. 2005/1541, ISBN
0110729455). This is one of a series of 11 publications which set out recommendations and guidance for
employers, managers, occupiers and owners of particular types of premises on how to carry out a fire risk
assessment and how to identify general fire precautions required (including fire detection and warning
systems, firefighting equipment, escape routes, signs and training). This guide covers all offices and retail
premises (including individual units within larger premises, e.g. shopping centres). The other related
guides are for Large places of assembly (ISBN 1851128212) and Factories and warehouse storage premises
(ISBN 1851128166 ).
Introduction, study background, review of legislation standards and guidelines, cost-benefits of barrier free
design, physical characteristics of the disabled and the handicapped and the design configurations of site
elements - American Society of Landscape Architects Foundation 1977
Disability and Shopping - Ieva Eskytė 2019-01-09
Disability and Shopping:Customers, Markets and the State provides an examination of the diverse
experiences and perspectives of disabled customers, industry and civil society. It discusses how the
interaction between the three stakeholders should be shaped at aiming to decrease inequality and
marginalisation. Shopping is a part of everyday modern life and yet businesses struggle to adequately meet
the needs of 80 million disabled customers in the European Union single market. While there has been
extensive research into how individuals engage in customer roles and experience, and how businesses and
policies both shape and respond to these, little is known of the same dynamics and practices regarding
people with impairments. This book addresses this need by revealing the perspectives, interactions and
experiences of disabled customers and their interaction with policy and business. It will be required
reading for all scholars and students of disability studies, sociology, marketing and customer relations.
Museum Practice - 2002

Rhetorical Accessability - Lisa Meloncon 2014-11-30
Rhetorical Accessability is the first text to bring the fields of technical communication and disability studies
into conversation. The two fields also share a pragmatic foundation in their concern with accommodation
and accessibility, that is, the material practice of making social and technical environments and texts as
readily available, easy to use, and/or understandable as possible to as many people as possible, including
those with disabilities. Through its concern with the pragmatic, theoretically grounded work of helping
users interface effectively and seamlessly with technologies, the field of technical communication is
perfectly poised to put the theoretical work of disability studies into practice. In other words, technical
communication could ideally be seen as a bridge between disability theories and web accessibility
practices. While technical communicators are ideally positioned to solve communication problems and to
determine the best delivery method, those same issues are compounded when they are viewed through the
dual lens of accessibility and disability. With the increasing use of wireless, expanding global marketplaces,
increasing prevalence of technology in our daily lives, and ongoing changes of writing through and with
technology, technical communicators need to be acutely aware of issues involved with accessibility and
disability. This collection will advance the field of technical communication by expanding the conceptual
apparatus for understanding the intersections among disability studies, technical communication, and
accessibility and by offering new perspectives, theories, and features that can only emerge when different
fields are brought into conversation with one another and is the first text to bring the fields of technical
communication and disability studies into conversation with one another.
Architectural Accessibility for the Disabled of College Campuses - Stephen R. Cotler 1976

Designing Accessible Technology - P. John Clarkson 2006-08-02
This book was stimulated by the third Cambridge Workshop Series on Universal Access and Assistive
Technology held in April 2006; the contributors represent leading researchers in the fields of Inclusive
Design, Rehabilitation Robotics, Universal Access and Assistive Technology. Contributions focus on design
issues for a more inclusive world; enabling computer access and the development of new technologies;
assistive technology and rehabilitation robotics; and understanding users and involving them in design.
Social and Environmental Policies in EC Procurement Law - Sue Arrowsmith 2009-02-19
utilities." --Book Jacket.
The Provision of Public Toilets - House of Commons Communities and Local G 2008-10-22
Public toilets matter to everybody, regardless of their age, class, ethnic origin, gender, mental ability or
physical ability, and they are even more important to certain sections of society, including older people,
disabled people, women, families with young children and tourists. While the Public Health Act 1936 gives
local authorities a power to provide public toilets, it imposes no duty to do so, and this lack of compulsion,
together with a perception of nuisance associated with them, has arguably resulted in a steady decline in
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